Flowering resources distract pollinators from crops: Model predictions from landscape simulations
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Abstract

1. Enhancing floral resources is a widely accepted strategy for supporting wild bees and promoting crop pollination. Planning effective enhancements can be informed with pollination service models, but these models should capture the behavioural and spatial dynamics of service-providing organisms. Model predictions, and hence management recommendations, are likely to be sensitive to these dynamics.

2. We used two established models of pollinator foraging to investigate whether habitat enhancement improves crop visitation; whether this effect is influenced by pollinator foraging distance and landscape pattern; and whether behavioural detail improves model predictions.

3. The more detailed central place foraging model better predicted variation in bee visitation observed between habitat types, because it includes optimized trade-offs between patch quality and distance. Both models performed well when predicting visitation rates across broader scales.

4. Using real agricultural landscapes and simulating habitat enhancements, we show that additional floral resources can have diverging effects on predicted crop visitation. When only co-flowering resources were added, optimally foraging bees concentrated in enhancements to the detriment of crop pollination. For both models, adding nesting resources increased crop visitation. Finally, the marginal effect of enhancements was greater in simple landscapes.

5. Synthesis and applications. Model results help to identify the conditions under which habitat enhancements are most likely to increase pollination services in agriculture. Three design principles for pollinator habitat enhancement emerge: (a) enhancing only flowers can diminish services by distracting pollinators away from crops, (b) providing nesting resources is more likely to increase bee populations and crop visitation and (c) the benefit of enhancements will be greatest in landscapes that do not already contain abundant habitat.
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REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS FOR 88% OF ANGIOSPERMS DEPENDS ON POLLINATION BY BEES, BIRDS, BATS AND OTHER ANIMALS (OLLERTON, WINFREE, & TARRANT, 2011). POLLINATORS ALSO PROVIDE A CRITICAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICE, WITH TWO-THIRDS OF GLOBAL CROPS BENEFITTING FROM ANIMAL-MEDIATED POLLINATION (KLEIN ET AL., 2007), INCLUDING MANY FRUITS AND SEEDS THAT PROVIDE NUTRIENTS ESSENTIAL FOR BALANCED HUMAN DIETS (EILERS, KREMEN, GREENLEAF, GARBER, & KLEIN, 2011). ALTHOUGH MANY TAXA CONTRIBUTE TO POLLINATION (E.G. RATTO ET AL., 2018), BEES ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT CROP POLLINATORS WORLD-WIDE. INCREASING EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT WILD BEES PROVIDE POLLINATION SERVICES THAT ARE EQUAL OR GREATER IN VALUE TO THOSE PROVIDED BY MANAGED BEES (GARIBALDI ET AL., 2013).


EXPLORING MULTIPLE DRIVERS ACROSS SPATIAL SCALES THROUGH FIELD-BASED EXPERIMENTATION IS DIFFICULT GIVEN THE POSSIBLE RANGE OF CONDITIONS AND INTERACTIVE EFFECTS. ECOSYSTEM SERVICE MODELS ARE ONE APPROACH TO OVERCOME THESE EXPERIMENTAL LIMITATIONS. THESE MODELS STRIVE TO LINK LAND USE TO ALTERED ECOSYSTEM FUNCTION AND THEN TO LINK THESE CHANGES IN FUNCTION TO THE PROVISION OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES THAT AFFECT HUMAN WELL-BEING (KEELER ET AL., 2012). HOWEVER, THESE MODELS HAVE TWO IMPORTANT LIMITATIONS. FIRST, THEY TYPICALLY PROVIDE ONLY STATIC SNAPSHEETS OF CURRENT SERVICE PROVISION OR VALUE (NAIDOO ET AL., 2008). APPROACHES THAT INSTEAD MAP THE MARGINAL VALUE – THE VALUE OF A UNIT CHANGE IN A LANDSCAPE (TURNER, PEARCE, & BATEMAN, 1993) – ARE PARTICULARLY SALIENT BECAUSE CONSERVATION DECISIONS USUALLY INVOLVE EVALUATING THE OUTCOME OF INCREMENTAL CHANGES TO A LANDSCAPE (RICKETTS & LONSDORF, 2013). SECOND, ECOSYSTEM SERVICE MODELS ARE TYPICALLY SIMPLE, WITH MANY KNOWN DYNAMICS EXCLUDED FOR TRACTABILITY. THE CONSEQUENCES OF THESE SIMPLIFICATIONS ARE LARGELY UNKNOWN BECAUSE MODELS ARE SOMETIMES CALLED TO OTHER EACH OTHER OR VALIDATED WITH FIELD DATA (SCHULP, BURKHARD, MAES, VAN VLIET, & VERBURG, 2014; SEPPLET, DORSTANN, EPPINK, LAUTENBACH, & SCHMIDT, 2011). IT IS THEREFORE UNCLEAR TO WHAT DEGREE FINDINGS, AND HENCE MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS, ARE SENSITIVE TO MODEL DESIGN AND DETAIL.

BEES ARE CENTRAL PLACE FORAGERS (OLSSON, BROWN, & HELLF, 2008; SCHOENER, 1979) THAT VARY IN THEIR FLIGHT RANGE (GREENLEAF, WILLIAMS, WINFREE, & KREMEM, 2007), YET ECOSYSTEM SERVICE MODELS FOR CROP-POLLINATING BEES TYPICALLY INCLUDE SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING DISPERAL ABILITY AND BEHAVIOUR. THE MODEL BY LONSDORF ET AL. (2009) ASSUMES THAT BEES DIFFUSE OUT FROM THE NEST AND USE HABITATS INDIRECTLY WITH RESPECT TO FORAGING RETURNS. BY CONTRAST, THE MORE RECENT MODEL BY OLSSON, BOLIN, SMITH, AND LONSDORF (2015) ASSUMES THAT BEES OPTIMIZE HABITAT USE TO MAXIMIZE FITNESS. THESE MODELS DIFFER IN THEIR TREATMENT OF FORAGING BEHAVIOUR; WHETHER THIS DETAIL AFFECTS AGREEMENT BETWEEN PREDICTED AND OBSERVED CROP VISITATION REMAIN UNTESTED.

HERE, WE USE TWO ESTABLISHED MODELS OF POLLINATOR FORAGING TO INVESTIGATE WHETHER HABITAT ENHANCEMENT IMPROVES CROP VISITATION. OUR OBJECTIVES ARE TO (A) VALIDATE AND COMPARE THESE POLLINATION SERVICE MODELS, (B) APPLY THE MODELS TO TEST THE EFFECTS OF HABITAT ENHANCEMENT ON CROP VISITATION AND (C) ASK WHETHER EFFECTS DEPEND ON THE SPECIES' FORAGING ABILITY AND LANDSCAPE CONTEXT. WE USE FIELD OBSERVATIONS OF BEE VISITORS TO COMPARE PREDICTIONS OF BOTH MODELS. WE THEN APPLY THE MODELS TO PREDICT THE MARGINAL CHANGE IN VISITATION FOLLOWING SIMULATED ADDITIONS OF POLLINATOR HABITAT. WE COMPARE PREDICTIONS FROM DIFFERENT SIZES, RESOURCE COMPOSITION AND FOR BEES WITH DIFFERENT FORAGING RANGES. FINALLY, WE EVALUATE THE DEGREE TO WHICH EFFECTIVENESS OF ENHANCEMENTS DEPENDS ON WIDER LANDSCAPE PATTERN.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Models

foragers that provision brood with resources collected within a home range around a nest (Cresswell, Osborne, & Goulson, 2000). In both models, bees require places to nest, and fitness at a nest site depends on the amount and proximity of foraging resources. Therefore, the input data for both models are maps of nesting and foraging suitability. Both models assume that number of bees produced (i.e. fitness) is entirely dependent on nesting quality and floral resources, and that each nesting site (pixel) can only have a single nest. The models produce indices of habitat quality and bee visitation rates from the available nests during a single time period and therefore do not include population dynamics or competition.

The difference between the models lies in their treatment of foraging behaviour. The LEM predicts that pollinator foraging, and therefore patch visitation, decreases with increasing distance to patches and bees therefore diffuse into the landscape from nest site (Figure 1c,e). The CPF describes optimal patch selection by a pollinator which is determined by distance to a given patch from the nest and the quality of the patch (Figure 1b). Within the CPF framework, pollinator travel distances are dynamic with respect to the habitat quality of the entire landscape, such that they will be shorter in areas with more patches of high floral quality. Pollinators therefore concentrate on nearby, high quality patches (Figure 1d). The models’ different treatment of foraging behaviour results in distinct predictions of the rate that pollinators visit patches. The theory of both models has been previously described, but we present basic necessary theory in Supplementary Methods (see Supporting Information).

2.2 | Model comparison

For ecosystem services provided by organisms, behavioural assumptions may fundamentally change model predictions. However, the models’ predictions have yet to be comparatively validated. We, therefore, first compare how well model predictions fit observed visitation levels across different landscapes. We then use observations of bee visitors in patches of different forage quality to validate and compare predictions of both models.

2.2.1 | Field observations

We observed bees during the flowering season (May–June) of high bush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum L.) over three summers (2013–2015) in an agricultural region of Vermont, USA (for more information on field observations, see Supplementary Methods in Supporting Information). We standardize pollinator activity observations to between 09:30 and 14:00 hr, clear to hazy skies, temperature above 15°C and wind speeds less than 3 m/s. Within a 1-m$^2$ area observers recorded all flower visitors during 10-min observation periods.

To compare model performance within landscapes, we observed pollinators in two patch types over 2 years (2016–2017): open scrub (OS) and blueberry (BLU), respectively, representing patches with low and high average floral density. Open scrub patches were present within 300 m of all farms ($N = 8$) and are characterized as open areas dominated by early successional grasses and forbs. We paired sampling such that pollinator observations at patches occurred synchronously or within 1 hr of each other. In each 1-m$^2$ observation plot, we recorded the total number of floral units (Rundlöf, Persson, Smith, & Bommarco, 2014).

2.2.2 | Model parameters

We predict pollinator visitation and fitness across a range of parameter values. The CPF’s two parameters ($\tau_x$ and $\omega$) determine a bee’s maximum foraging distance and the trade-off between energy gains and travel costs respectively. We present three CPF bee types along a gradient of habitat selection strategies that balance...
foraging ability and patch acceptability. For example, the bee type with the largest \( \tau \) (2.5 km) has a correspondingly low \( \omega \) value (−17), and thus, the minimum patch quality (A) it can use is relatively high (Figure 2). These parameter combinations represent realistic metabolic trade-offs between flexibility in patch acceptance and foraging distance (Westphal, Steffan-Dewenter, & Tscharntke, 2006). The LEM’s parameter (\( \alpha \)) determines the average distance in kilometres a bee would fly. We present three LEM bee types with average flight distances ranging from 0.25 to 1.25 km (Figure 2). With these parameters, both models investigate bees with similar flight ranges.

2.3 | Model application

We simulate habitat enhancement across different strategies of size, location and resource composition. We then test whether the effect of enhancements on crop visitation is moderated by larger scale landscape quality.

2.3.1 | Baseline landscapes

We focus on agricultural landscapes in Vermont, USA, characterized by heterogeneously distributed pastureland and cultivated farm-land combined with intact natural areas, predominately deciduous hardwood forests. We use the national Crop Data Layer (CDL, NASS 2008) to provide maps of surrounding landcover centred on focal blueberry fields studied in Nicholson, Koh, Richardson, Beauchemin, and Ricketts (2017). These baseline maps were resampled from 30 m to 9 m resolution, in order to enable more fine-grain addition of habitat patches (see below). Based on similarity in crop characteristics, we reduced 173 agricultural land use categories to 32 representative crop types and retained 13 non-crop categories. We attribute relative floral and nesting values (ranging from 0 to 20) to these 45 land-cover types based on expert opinion (see Supplementary Methods or Koh et al., 2016 for full description of methods). These maps provide our baseline data of floral and nesting availability.

2.3.2 | Landscapes with simulated pollinator habitat

We generated “enhancement” scenarios by virtually adding a pollinator habitat to each farm landscape. For each farm, we centred habitat enhancements along the opposing longer edges of each crop field. Because focal crop fields vary in size, we developed two size classes of pollinator enhancements that were proportionally equivalent to the focal field. Small enhancements were approximately 18% of focal field size and large enhancements were approximately 36% of focal field size (Figure 1f), these result in areas that are within the range of enhancements sizes in empirical studies (Blaauw & Isaacs, 2014; Haaland et al., 2011). Finally, we generated three pollinator habitat resource composition scenarios: patches provide only floral resources (F), only nesting resources (N) or both (F + N). For F scenarios, we reclassified pollinator habitat patches to have a maximum floral value (1.0), while keeping nesting values equal to baseline nesting values. For N scenarios, we did the same for nesting values, while keeping floral values equal to baseline. For F + N scenarios, we set both values to the maximum. This results in 12 possible enhancement scenarios (i.e. two size classes, two sites and three resource compositions).

2.3.3 | Landscape quality index

To characterize broader landscape composition, we follow Kennedy et al. (2013) and use an index of landscape quality (LQI) that links the number of bees produced at a nest site to the surrounding habitat. The LEM and CPF both code land-cover classes in terms of their contributions to pollinator floral and nesting resources – with landscapes containing more high resource quality patches resulting in greater landscape-wide fitness. The scale of the landscape characterized...
Our aim is to quantify the marginal change in pollination services to blueberry resulting from pollinator habitat enhancement. We applied the LEM and CPF to both enhanced and baseline maps and calculated the difference in visitation (Δ\text{V}) across all i blueberry pixels:

$$\Delta V = \sum_{i=1}^{n} V_{\text{enhanced}}^i - \sum_{i=1}^{n} V_{\text{baseline}}^i$$

where \(\Delta V\) is the change in visitation resulting from the addition of pollinator habitat patches in the landscape. We used these results to determine to what extent enhancement is modified by broader landscape composition and pollinator habitat strategy using mixed-effect models. We included fixed effects for pollinator habitat patch size (small or large) and resource composition (N, F and N + F) and their interaction with each other and landscape quality. We treated the different locations of pollinator habitat as sites and included them as a random factor nested within farm. We performed backward model selection eliminating terms based on model AIC. To compare effects across bee foraging ranges, we performed the model selection procedure for each value but retained the model with most terms. We then analysed the predicted change in visitation for each bee type with this largest model. We present type II Wald F tests with Kenward–Roger degrees of freedom approximation (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017). We validated all statistical models for normality and homogeneity of variances.

### 3 | RESULTS

#### 3.1 | Model validation and comparison

Model predictions diverge considerably when comparing visitation at different patches within landscapes. Our field observations showed that blueberry patches (BLU) had greater floral density and more native bee visits than open scrub (OS) patches (Figure 3; floral density: \(F_{1,22} = 378.4, p < 0.0001\); visitation: \(F_{1,22} = 19.25, p = 0.0002\)). The CPF predictions fit those field observations, whereas the LEM predictions did not (Figure 4). For the LEM, there was a poor fit to observed visitation (Figure 4a; \(R^2 = 0.04; F_{1,6.007} = 1.321; p = 0.29\)). For the CPF, there was a positive fit to observed visitation (Figure 4b; \(R^2 = 0.42; F_{1,27.64} = 25.51; p < 0.001\)). For simplicity, we report results for only the far-foraging bees (i.e. \(a = 1.25\) and \(\tau_s = 2.5\)); however, results do not qualitatively differ across parameter values for either model (Supporting Information Table S1). Comparing model results between landscapes show that both models predicted landscape level visitation for a far-foraging bee, albeit marginally for the LEM (Supporting Information Figure S2; LEM: \(R^2 = 0.21; F_{1,13} = 3.896; p = 0.07\); CPF: \(R^2 = 0.24; F_{1,13} = 4.788; p = 0.048\)), and LEM fit decreases with foraging range (Supporting Information Table S2).

#### 3.1.1 | Effects of enhancement strategy

The CPF better captures differences in patch quality (see above); we therefore focus on CPF model results henceforth (LEM results are reported in Supporting Information). The marginal effect of habitat enhancements depended on resource composition (\(\tau_s = 2.5\); \(F_{2,145} = 128.7; p < 0.001\); Figure 5). Adding only floral (F) resources resulted in non-positive (i.e. decrease or no change) visitation change. Adding only nesting resources (N) caused non-negative visitation
change, and when added with floral resources (F + N) could rescue negative pollination change. These results do not qualitatively differ across bee foraging ranges for either model (Figure 5). Patch size also influenced CPF-predicted visitation change, but the effect was dependent on resource composition ($\tau_x = 2.5: F_{2,145} = 9.14; p < 0.001; Figure 5$). Specifically, when patches only add floral resources, crop visitation decreases less for small patches (Figure 5). Conversely, visitation change from adding nesting resources was greater with larger patches.

3.1.2 | Effects of landscape quality

Landscape quality modified the marginal effect of additional pollinator habitat (Table 1; Figure 6). Because this relationship did not qualitatively differ between patch size (Supporting Information Figure S4), we focus on results from large enhancements. For the CPF, if pollinator habitat patches added only floral resources (F, dashed line), change in visitation was independent of landscape quality (Figure 6). If pollinator habitat added nesting resources (N, dotted line) or floral and nesting resources (F + N, solid line), change in visitation decreased with increasing landscape quality; however, this effect depended on bee foraging range (see below).

3.1.3 | Effects of bee foraging range

For short foraging ($\tau_s = 0.5$) and medium foraging bees ($\tau_s = 1.5$), the effect of added pollinator habitat decreased with increasing landscape quality, except when only floral resources were added (Table 1; Figure 7). For the far-foraging bee ($\tau_s = 2.5$), there was no significant interaction between resource composition and landscape quality (Table 1).

4 | DISCUSSION

Our model comparisons reveal that behavioural assumptions result in diverging predictions of pollinator response to local land use change. Our model application shows that the benefits of establishing pollinator habitat depend strongly on enhancement strategy and landscape context. Additional floral resources may concentrate pollinators away from crop patches, while adding nesting resources increases pollination. Taken together, our results demonstrate that (a) accounting for organism behaviour enhances predictive power, (b) promoting crop pollination through habitat enhancement depends on whether floral or nesting resources are added, (c) enhancement effectiveness depends on landscape context and (d) bees with different foraging strategies vary in their response to habitat enhancements.

Side by side validation of ecosystem service models reveals the conditions under which models do or do not perform well. In this case, we see that accurately capturing foraging behaviour improves model performance. Our comparison showed that the central place foraging model, because it accounts for trade-offs between patch quality and distance, better captured variation in bee visitation between habitat types. Both models can predict the relative abundance of bees at landscape scales, particularly for far-foraging bees. Previous work across multiple regions shows that the LEM captures substantial variance in observed bee abundance among farms (Lonsdorf et al., 2009) and this model is useful for predicting the landscape scale supply of pollination.
services (Koh et al., 2016). However, a known limitation of the LEM is that it does not perform well in fine-grain heterogeneous landscapes (Kennedy et al., 2013), perhaps because bees do not forage optimally (Olsson et al., 2015). We validate both models with observational data to demonstrate that, while both models predict landscape-scale patterns of abundance, the CPF captures patch differences and therefore excels at predicting field visitation change resulting from habitat addition.

We find that the net effect of pollinator habitat enhancement depends critically on what resources that new habitat offers. We consistently saw large differences in crop visitation depending on whether pollinator enhancements added floral or nesting resources. When only flowering resources were added, the CPF predicted large negative change in crop visitation because bees were selectively foraging in the enhancement instead of crops. Our simulations provide support for the Circe principle; when presented with a wealth of concurrently

![Figure 5](image)

**FIGURE 5** Pollinator habitat enhancement strategy affects crop visitation. The predicted percent change in crop visitation for the CPF varies both in sign and magnitude. Symbols depict average visitation change with 95% confidence intervals resulting from habitat enhancements that differed in size (large, circles; small, diamonds), resource composition (columns: F, only floral; F + N, floral and nesting; N, only nesting) and bee foraging distance (rows: $\tau_x = 0.5$, light blue; $\tau_x = 1.5$, blue; $\tau_x = 2.5$, dark blue)

**TABLE 1** Effects of pollinator habitat enhancement strategy and landscape quality on the marginal change in crop pollination predicted by the CPF for bees with three foraging ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPF</th>
<th>$\tau_x = 0.5$</th>
<th>$\tau_x = 1.5$</th>
<th>$\tau_x = 2.5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F$ $df$ $p$</td>
<td>$F$ $df$ $p$</td>
<td>$F$ $df$ $p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE size</td>
<td>10.67 1.143 0.001</td>
<td>0.964 1.143 0.328</td>
<td>0.179 1.143 0.673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource composition</td>
<td>190.6 2.143 &lt;0.001</td>
<td>141.2 2.143 &lt;0.001</td>
<td>131.7 2.143 &lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape quality</td>
<td>3.578 1.13 0.081</td>
<td>2.158 1.13 0.166</td>
<td>0.672 1.13 0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE size × Rsrscc composition</td>
<td>15.14 2.143 &lt;0.001</td>
<td>11.40 2.143 &lt;0.001</td>
<td>9.365 2.143 &lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape quality × Rsrscc composition</td>
<td>15.19 2.143 &lt;0.001</td>
<td>8.188 2.143 &lt;0.001</td>
<td>2.694 2.143 0.071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
flowering resources, pollinators remain in resource-rich patches. While numerous studies have demonstrated a conservation benefit of adding flower strips (i.e. increased species richness and greater population abundance), fewer studies have shown a corresponding increase in pollination services to crops (but see Blaauw & Isaacs, 2014; Feltham, Park, Minderman, & Goulson, 2015). Other studies have found little or no effect of habitat enhancement on pollinator communities (Sardiñas, Ponisio, & Kremen, 2016). Jönsson et al. (2015) found that bumblebees were more abundant in sown flower strips than in adjacent habitat, a response that agrees with our simulations.

Adding nesting resources increased crop visitation for both models. Our model results suggest that inconsistent observations from field experiments could be driven by whether or not additional pollinator habitat augmented nesting availability. We observed the greatest CPF-predicted increase in visitation when pollinator habitat added only nesting resources. Adding nesting resources effectively increases the number of bees that a given landscape is able to support. Previous work has demonstrated that pollinator populations are constrained by the availability of nesting resources (Potts et al., 2005; Steffan-Dewenter & Schiele, 2008) and nest location can be a key determinant of the distribution of pollination in a landscape (Dainese et al., 2018; Lonsdorf et al., 2009; Sardiñas & Kremen, 2014). In addition to demonstrating unintended consequences of adding floral resources, our simulations highlight the importance of creating nesting habitat for promoting bee populations and crop pollination.

We observed that landscape quality moderated the effect of establishing pollinator habitat. We found the effect of habitat addition tended to be greatest in simple landscapes, lending support to theories of landscape-moderated conservation effectiveness (Kleijn et al., 2011; Tscharntke et al., 2005). The conservation benefits of local management should be highest in structurally simple rather than in cleared or in complex landscapes. Complex landscapes with abundant natural areas have high levels of immigration (Bianchi, Booij, & Tscharntke, 2006; Ricketts et al., 2008) and offer spatio-temporal stability of resources (Rundlöf et al., 2014; Schellhorn, Gagic, & Bommarco, 2015). Local interventions such as additional habitat may not result in meaningful pollination change in complex landscapes because a mosaic of different habitats already exists and the “ecological contrast” of enhancements is small (Kleijn et al., 2011). For the CPF, we observed the strongest landscape moderation when pollinator habitat enhanced local populations through additional nesting resources. When only floral resources were added,
landscape context did not matter. We propose that this difference is because landscape moderation affects population-level processes rather than behaviour (Rundlöf & Smith, 2006).

We also observed that bee foraging range influenced how strongly landscape quality moderated the effect of additional pollinator habitat. Specifically, within the CPF framework, we did not observe a significant interaction between landscape quality and resource composition for far-foraging bees (i.e. $\tau_r = 2.5$). These results suggest that, because these bees are able to utilize resources across a larger range, they are less responsive to small scale land use change. In the context of wild bee biodiversity conservation, these results indicate that enhancements most impact bees with shorter foraging ranges, which are often locally rare and small bees (Bommarco et al., 2010).

A few caveats deserve mention regarding predictions derived from applying models to real landscapes. First, we analyse changes in visitation that would occur only during the period of crop bloom. Additional floral resources are most likely to benefit pollinators during periods of low availability, within and across years (Häussler, Sahlin, Baey, Smith, & Clough, 2017; Rundlöf et al., 2014). While we focus on responses of pollinator communities to enhancement at a single point in time, other models have considered temporal dynamics. Häussler et al. (2017) found that, in simulated landscapes, flower strips resulted in population growth over time. Taken together, our results suggest that providing additional floral resources may benefit wild bee populations in the long term, while impacting pollination services by distracting bees during crop bloom. Second, the present versions of the CPF and LEM do not allow for inter- or intra-specific competition. Incorporating competition would permit investigation of how different foraging behaviours may result in species coexistence, and this work is underway (Bolin, Smith, Lonsdorf, & Olsson, 2018). Third, although the size of enhancements we introduced matches dimensions of enhancements introduced in empirical studies (Blaauw & Isaacs, 2014; Haaland et al., 2011), they are still quite large. We recognize that creating pollinator habitat may create opportunity costs if arable land is taken out of production. This research is ongoing and field trials are currently investigating the cost-effectiveness of pollinator habitat enhancement for crop pollination (Isaacs et al., 2017). Programmes to support pollinator conservation management can help offset some of these costs. Finally, although we validate both models with observational data, our model application is predictive and more work is needed to determine how generalizable our findings are. Here, we focus on a single biogeographic region and our models were validated with two crop types. Our results could be different in other contexts, where site-specific aspects of farm management or pollinator habitat design could influence how crop pollination changes (Williams & Lonsdorf, 2018).

Determining the marginal value of local land use change, such as pollinator habitat enhancement, requires a model that captures foraging decisions based on patch quality and distance. Our CPF simulations show that if bees forage optimally, then the Circe principle can occur, whereby crop pollinators concentrate in co-flowering enhancements. Pollinator conservation research largely focuses on floral resources, but here we show the importance of providing nesting substrate as well. The effectiveness of pollinator habitat not only depends on resources provided but also larger landscape quality. Enhancing biodiversity and ecosystem services are frequently shaped by land use interactions across spatial scales, and our results show that pollinator habitat enhancement is no exception. Managing ecosystem services in agriculture is best supported by models that accurately capture the behaviour and landscape dynamics of the organisms underpinning service provision.
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